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Shinmai maou no testament burst 01

The Testament of Sister New DevilFirst light novel volume cover featuring Basara Tojo (left) and Mio Naruse (right).新a王のa之 (テスタメント)(Shinmai Maō no Tesutamento)GenreAction,[1] harem,[2] supernatural[3] Light novel byWrittenTetsuto UesuIllustrated byNekosuke ŌkumaPublished byKadokawa ShotenImprintKadokawa Sneaker BunkoDemographicMaleOriginal
runSeptember 29, 2012 – presentVolumes12 MangaWritten byTetsuto UesuIllustrated byKashiwa MiyakoPublished byKadokawa ShotenEnglish publisherNA Seven SeasMagazineShōnen AceDemographicShōnenOriginal runMay 26, 2013[4] – July 25, 2017Volumes9 (List of volumes) MangaThe Testament of Sister New Devil: Storm! Written byTetsuto UesuIllustrated byFumihiro
KisoPublished byHakusenshaEnglish publisherNA Seven SeasMagazineYoung Animal ArashiDemographicSeinenOriginal runSeptember 29, 2014 – August 29, 2016Volumes5 (List of volumes) Anime television seriesDirected byHisashi SaitōProduced byChiaki KurakaneWritten byTakao YoshiokaMusic byYasuharu TakanashiStudioProduction IMSLicensed byAUS Madman
EntertainmentNA/UK Crunchyroll Original networkTokyo MX, Sun TV, AT-X, GBS, MTV, BS11, TV Saitama, CTC, tvk, TVQOriginal run January 7, 2015 – March 25, 2015Episodes12 + OVA (List of episodes) Anime television seriesThe Testament of Sister New Devil BURSTDirected byHisashi SaitōProduced byChiaki KurakaneSatoshi MotonagaWritten bySumio UetakeTakao
Yoshioka (Series Composition Supervision)Music byYasuharu TakanashiStudioProduction IMSLicensed byAUS Madman EntertainmentNA/UK Crunchyroll Original networkTokyo MX, Sun TV, AT-X, BS11, CTC, tvk, TV Saitama, GBS, MTV, TVQOriginal run October 9, 2015 – December 11, 2015Episodes10 + OVA (List of episodes) Original video animationThe Testament of
Sister New Devil DEPARTURESDirected byHisashi SaitōProduced bySatoshi MotonagaWritten byYasunori YamadaTakao Yoshioka (Series Composition Supervision)Music byYasuharu TakanashiStudioProduction IMSReleasedMarch 28 , 2018[5][6][7]Runtime60 minutes Anime and manga portal Sister New Devil Agreement (Japanese: 新a王のaa之 , Hepburn: Shinmai Ma)ō no
Tesutamento) is a Japanese light novel series written by Tetsuto Uesu and illustrated by Nekosu Twelve volumes have been published by Kadokawa Shoten since 2012 under the footsteps of their Kadokawa Sneaker Bunko. The manga adaptation has been series in Kadokawa Shoten's Shōnen Ace magazine since May 2013. The second manga adaptation has been on the
series in Hakusensha's Young Animal Arashi magazine since February 2014. The first season of the anime television adaptation aired on January 7, 2015. [8] The first OVA episode was released on 22 June 2015. [10] The second anime television season aired on October 9, 2015. The second OVA episode was issued on January 26, 2016. [11] The third OVA episode was on 28
March 2018. [12] Basara Tojo's plot was a high school student studying at The Hyjirigasaka Academy when her father Jin suddenly got remarried and asked Basara if she wanted to have a sister. Basara meets her two adorable stepchildren, Mio Naruse and Maria Naruse. After his father departed overseas, Basara quickly discovered that the two brothers were actually part of a
demonic faction, and he was meant to be along with a tribe of heroin. Mio, a Demon princess, mockly tried to make a master and slave contract with Basara, but Maria eventually became the opposite, with Basara as a master. Basara then always got into the ecchi scenario, more when, to protect Mio from being chased by another demon who after his legacy was handed down by
former Demon Lord Wilbert. The main characters of Basara Tojo (東城 刃更, Tojo Basara) Voiced by: Yuichi Nakamura[14] (Japanese); Chris Hackney (English)[15] Basara Tojo is a 1st year high school student at Hijirigasaka Academy and story protagonist. As a member of the warrior faction, he grew up in a rural village that was hidden. Basara used a brynhildr sword that was
formerly condemned. Basara was Jin Tojo's only child who formerly admitted to being the 'Strongest Hero' in the village. As Jin's son, great things are expected of Basara and he is remarkably strong even as a young man. Basara has a 'Banishing Shift' skill, which confirms any skills directed towards her. Five years earlier, when Jin was on his way, S-Ranking's 'Evil Spirit' seal
was broken. Many people, including his friends and family, were killed by enthusiasm. When he saw the Evil Spirit trying to harm his childhood friend, Yuki, his Banishing Transition came out of control, caused a large crater to form, prevent the bodies of those slain except Yuki, and also cleaned the area of the evil spirit. Yuki stuck and Brynhildr's damned sword cleared. Because
of this, he was confined in the village and when Basara's father returned he insisted Basara was discharged. Basara was released, but only provided Jin lost his title as a hero. Jin chose the release of his son and they moved to the city. Currently, Basara's father told her that she was remarried and that Basara would have two sisters, Mio and Maria. All four moved into a new home
(since the girl's mother was overseas) and Jin was soon called into business. The girls took advantage and tried to force Basara to leave the house using magic. However, this backfires and Basara told them to leave. She then contacted her father who exposed the girl's true nature to the and why he brought them in. After deciding to protect them as their older brother, and despite
their deception, Basara went after the girls and saved Mio's life. Maria had Basara and Mio perform a miraculous contract of servants that allowed them to recognize their respective locations. However, Mary Mary making Basara the master and Mio slave, not the opposite and because Maria used the Succubus magic to form a contract, the penalty for disloyal slaves was a
powerful aphrodisiac effect that was only reliable by the master's touch, leading to strong orgasmic discharge. He has also entered a pact with Yuki to boost the strength of their struggles. Mio Naruse (成瀬 澪, Naruse Mio) Speaks by: Ayaka Asai[14] (Japan); Lauren Landa (English)[15] Mio, a titular pahlaid, is a Satanic princess and former heir, Wilbert, as well as a good to the
current Moderate Tribal leader, Ramsus. She grew up in the care of some of Wilbert's ignorant followers of her legacy. Mio noticed his legacy and inherited his true father's abilities after his death just six months before meeting Tojo's family. He and Maria were hiding from the current Demon minions Lord Leoheart who wanted to kill him for his inherited powers. This is the reason
why Jin Tojo took Mio and his succubus hold, Maria, to protect them and prevent the current from becoming stronger. Mio wasn't pleased with Maria's bonding spell result, but she eventually developed a feeling for Basara. However, every time he accidentally walks in his naked, he always says he will kill him a hundred times, with him usually hitting him with his magic. When he
needs to be put forward because of the aphrodisiac effect of the alliance, the most sensitive area is his breasts. At the end of the Novel Light series, she was one of the first Basara harems to conceive with her son. Maria Naruse (成瀬 万理亜, Naruse Maria) Voiced by: Kaori Fukuhara (Japan); Kira Buckland (English)[15] Maria is succubus and is a follower and carer of Mio. Maria
loves Mio like sister and is willing to give her own life to protect her. However, true to his succubus nature, Maria likes to tease and cheat Basara whenever she can, but she really likes her and regards her as her older brother, although she seems to enjoy getting it in a perverted situation. All of which left him uncomfortable, as he was also responsible for the moments of Basara
and Mio alone, involving both in positions or uncomfortable moments, which might get both naked. His trick often gets him in trouble and the results at Mio punish him. It was later revealed that she had a more adult form opposite her extreme form of lolita, becoming a very seductive adult. She later became pregnant with Son Basara along with the rest of her harem. Yuki Nonaka
(野中 柚希, Nonaka Yūki) Voiced by: Sarah Emi Bridcutt (Japan); Xanthe Huynh (season 1), Kayli Mills (season 2) (English)[15][16] Yuki is a member Hero and childhood friend Basara Tojo, who spoke in the Kansai dialect. He's quite calm and serious people, which just show him more Next to Basara because she has smashed it since they were children. He was one of the
observers who watched Mio Naruse and was a Basara Class Representative and Mio class at the Hijirigasaka Academy. Unlike almost everyone else in the Hero Tribe, he didn't repent Basara about the incident five years ago. He holds Basara as the most important thing in his life despite stating that he is looking for others because he knows that his people have turned on him,
rather than the opposite. Yuki is the sister of Kurumi Nonaka and surrounds the Spirit Sword, Sakuya. He is the second person to make a slave contract with Basara (something he agrees without hesitation) and even forms it the same way as Mio, with the effect of aphrodisiac, and he needs to be submitted (if anything he almost tries to indulge Basara so that he needs to submit).
It was seen and confirmed by Maria that the most sensitive yuki spot was her butt. She later became pregnant with Son Basara along with the rest of her harem. Kurumi Nonaka (野中 胡桃, Nonaka Kurumi) Voiced by: Iori Nomizu (Japanese); Cindy Robinson (English)[15] Yuki's sister and also a member of the Hero Tribe. Kurumi had a hostile attitude towards Basara, but after
being rescued by Basara during their struggles he realized what Yuki knew throughout- that he continued to blame himself for not being able to control his ability that caused the accident five years ago—and developed a crush on him as well. He specializes in calling spirits. The most sensitive place in Kurumi is his underarms. He then joined the Basara group as the fourth woman.
Of everyone, Kurumi is the main victim of Maria's sexual games, which are often manipulated to be subjected to by the last succubus baptism pretty much in some situations; Maria blatantly stated that she fired her libido on the poor girl. However, both of them really became friends. She later became pregnant with Basara's son. Zest (ゼスト, Zesuto) Voiced by: Seiko Yoshida
(Japan); Jeannie Howard (English)[15] Another demon, made by Zolgia to be his right hand, was sent to keep an eye on Mio alongside Lars, who was originally envious of Basara's alliance with Maria, Mio and Yuki, as they looked after each other. He then joined the Basara group as the fifth and third female demon girl following Zolgia's defeat and her deflection to the Moderates.
After spending time with Maria's mother, Sheera, Basara discovered that her chest had become much larger. He and Basara are confident in Sheera to make a third master-servant alliance, not only increasing their strength but also for Zest, who will be in danger in the event of tensions between the demonic tribes increases. Although Zest is able to make alliances dominate the
right slaves with Basara, unlike Mio and Yuki, the effects of aphrodisiac aphrodisiac The condemnation is still activated because of Zest's own doubts over his uniqueness as a Basara slave. In contrast to its serious nature during the battle, Zest was actually meeking and embarrassed outside; she sometimes dresses as a maid for Basara and adds a -equally honorific to her name.
She later became one of the first girls to conceive with son Basara. Supporting Jin Tojo (東城 迅, Tojo Jin) Voiced by: Keiji Fujiwara (Japan); Kirk Thornton (English)[15] Jin was Basara's father, and he was also known as God of War. He has two wives - one is The Satanic Lord and the other is the Angel (Nefilim). He knew and sympathized with Mio's situation and that's why he
decided to protect him. As Jin's foreign correspondent was largely absent from Tojo's home. His strength was so famous that he kept the Demon Lord Wilbert at bay and almost beat the Lord Leohart Demon. Yahiro Takigawa (Lars) (滝川 ⼋尋 (ラース), Takigawa Yahiro (Rāsu)) Speaks by: Tomokazu Sugita (Japan); Ray Chase (English)[15] The masked demons were sent to spy
on Mio who disguised himself as his classmates and Basara, but after being defeated and almost killed, he befriended Basara and they formed an uncomfortable alliance. He was able to create dolls to take place and his fights used obstacles. Mio's adoptive parents are his guardians at the orphanage he raised, so he agreed to help Basara provided he could kill Zolgia himself, to
satisfy his will and advise his guardians. Takashi Hayase (早瀬 ⾼志, Hayase Takashi) Speaks by: Go Inoue (Japan); Todd Haberkorn (English)[15] An eye Pahl Tribe member surrounds a beleaguered spear, Byakko. She is Basara's childhood friend, but has been urging her since the incident five years ago. He strongly believed that Basara had forgot about the incident and that
any party with demons should be killed. Chisato Hasegawa (⻑⾕川 千⾥, Hasegawa Chisato) Voiced by: Yuu Asakawa (Japan); Wendee Lee (English)[15] School nurse at Hyjirigasaka Academy. He was aware of the supernatural things that happened around the students and tended to advise Basara. A clever and caring person, revealed that he was a good friend of Basara's
mother, and they were close enough to be siblings in all but blood. After Basara's mother died, Hasegawa dedicated her life to protecting Basara. It was also revealed that he was not a human being but actually god, hiring that Basara's mother was one too, therefore making her Demigod. He then fell in love with Basara and entered into a secret relationship with him. At the end of
the series, she was pregnant with Son Basara. Kyōichi Shiba (芝恭⼀, Shiba Kyōichi) Voiced by: Daisuke (Japanese); Brian Beacock (English)[15] A member of the Hero Tribe who was released from prison to accompany Takashi and Kurumi as spectators. Although very powerful, he respects Basara Basara's capabilities and desires protect Mio, Maria, and Yuki. Basara stated
that she was so strong that if she was a genius then Shiba was too talented. Zolgear (ゾルギア, Zorugia) Voiced by: Hiroto Kazuki (Japan); Kyle Hebert (English)[15] Satan who killed adoptive parents Mio and former master Zest, and who planned to turn leohart and gain demon King power for himself by kidnapping Mio without Leohart's knowledge. After he was defeated, Lars
arrested, tortured, and eventually killed him in Basara's presence. Leohart (レオハート, Reohāto) Speaks by: Kazuyuki Okitsu (Japan); Kyle McCarley (English)[15] current and sister of Riara demons. Mamoru Sakasaki/Ornis (坂崎 守 / オルニス, Sakazaki Mamoru/Orunisu) Speaks by: Kenjiro Tsuda (Japan); Harvey Manfrenjensen (English)[15] A teacher at the Hyjirigasaka
Academy. Initially thought to be a human being, it was revealed that he was actually a god like Hasegawa. He intends to kill Basara, who he believes reaches beyond his height through the income of Hasegawa's affection, and believes that killing him will bring Hasegawa back to heaven. After using Kurumi as a hostage to prevent Basara from attacking, she then managed to cut
the Basara sword sleeve. However, this caused the sword to respond and release the spirit of Brynhildr, one of the most powerful Valkyries. In this form The Basara sleeve grows back, her hair changes the color and light of her right eye. He moved so fast that Sakasaki couldn't see it, and he cut the top of his leg using banishing Shift, which he could earlier use only as a counter,
not as an attack. Basara tried to kill Sakasaki but Hasegawa intervened. He later revealed that he always knew that Ornis had replaced the real Sakasaki. Using his full force, Hasegawa killed Ornis and had Basara take credit for killing god. The Kelantan Media Light Novel was first published on September 29, 2012, under the cardocle of Shoten's Kadokawa Sneaker Bunko
imprint. Twelve volumes were published as of April 2018. do not. Release date ISBN 1 September 29, 2012[17]978-4-04-100495-1 2 January 31, 2013[18]978-4-04-100670-2 3 June 1, 2013[19]978-4-04-100860-7 4 November 1, 2013[20]978-4-04-101061-7 5 April 1, 2014[21]978-4-04-101297-0 6 September 1, 2014[22]978-4-04-101433-2 7 January 1, 2015[23]978-4-04-102268-
9 8 July 1, 2015[24]978-4-04-102576-5 9 December 1, 2015[25]978-4-04-103747-8 10 February 1, 2017[26]978-4-04-103748-5 11 November 1, 2017[27]978-4-04-105173-3 12 April 1, 2018[28]978-4-04-106815-1 Manga See also: List of The Testament of Sister New Devil chapters A manga adaptation with art by Kashiwa Miyako began serialization in Kadokawa Shoten's shōnen
manga magazine Shōnen Ace the July 2013 issue, released on May 25, 2013. [29] The second manga adaptation, titled Shinmai Maō, has no evidence: Arashi! (新-a.k.a.,............................................................................................................................................................ antiquity of Mary with art by Fumihiro Kiso, first appeared in Hakusensha's seinen manga magazine Young
Animal Arashi on February 7, 2014. [30] Both series were licensed for publication in North America by Seven Seas Entertainment. [32] Anime See also: Proof List of Sister New Devil episodes Anime television adaptations aired on January 7, 2015. [9] The opening theme is The Blade of Hope by arms sweet and the ending theme is Masih Sis by Kaori Sadohara. [33] The second
season of The Testament of Sister New Devil BURST aired on October 9, 2015. Anime is licensed in North America by Crunchyroll, with Funimation controlling home video broadcasts. [34] Anime Limited released the series in the UK. [36] China banned On 12 June 2015, the Chinese Ministry of Culture listed Sister New Devil evidence among 38 anime and manga titles banned in
China. [37] See also Aesthetics of the Penyangak Hero, another series by the same author Reference ^ Foronda, Anthony (January 20, 2015). Anime Spotlight - Proof of Sister New Devil (Shinmai Maou no Evidence). Anime News Series. Retrieved 9 April 2020. An ecstasy battle action that goes beyond the critical point! Based on the light novel written by Tetsuto Uesu and
illustrated by Nekosuke Okuma (Nitroplus) ^ Martin, Theron (January 10, 2018). Sister New Devil BD/DVD Evidence - Review. Anime News Series. Retrieved 9 April 2020. ↑ Silverman, Rebecca (January 14, 2015). Episodes 1-2 - Sister New Devil Evidence. Anime News Series. Retrieved 9 April 2020. As far as the supply of the ghaib harem goes, this one does a good job of
deceiving you at the beginning. ↑ 「Fate/hollow ataraxia」ataraxia」a.k.a. エースす雌aがコミカライズ. Natalie (in Japanese). May 26, 2011. Retrieved 20 May 2020. ↑ b Sister New Devil Evidence Can Be A New OVA 60 Minutes. Anime News Series. October 26, 2017. Retrieved 26 October 2017. ↑ Meet the Demon Girl Again in Evidence of The Devil's New Brother DISSITING
The Full Treler. Crunchyroll. 15, 2017, in New York City. Retrieved 15 December 2017. ↑ Two Amazing Looking Heroines in the 'Proof of Sister New Devil DEPARTURES' DVD/Blu-ray Jacket. Crunchyroll. January 18, 2018. Retrieved 18 January 2018. ↑ Sister New Devil Light Novels Get Anime Proof. Anime News Series. 19, 2014, in New Francisco. Retrieved 2014-03-19. ↑ b
Proof of Sister New Devil Anime's First Preview Promo Opening Theme. Anime News Series. October 10, 2014. Retrieved 13 December 2014. ↑ Anime TV 2nd Season 'The Testament of Sister New Devil BURST' Scheduled for Oct. Crunchyroll. 19, 2015, in New Year's Day. Retrieved 19 March 2015. ↑ Proof Sister New Devil Got Season 2, New Original Anime BD. Anime News
Series. 19, 2015, in New Year's Day. Retrieved 19 March 2015. ↑ Meet Demon Girls Again in Full 'Evidence of Devil's New Brother' Crunchyroll. December 15, 2017. Receptioned 15 December 2017. ^ Two Amazing Heroines Looking in The New Devil's Sister Evidence DEPARTURES DVD/Blu-ray Jacket. Crunchyroll. January 18, 2018. Receded 18 January 2018. ^ b Staff &amp;;
Actor (in Japanese). Recededive to 3 February 2015. ^ a b e e h i k n Proof of Sister New Devil English Dub Stars Lauren Landa, Chris Hackney. Anime News Network. Recedived 26 July 2017. ^ Factory, Kayli (2 October 2018). I played Yuki at BURST. :). @KayliMills. Recedaled 6 July 2019. ^ 新妹魔王の契約者I (in Japanese). Kadokawa Shoten. Archived from the original on
February 1, 2013. Receded 19 April 2014. ^ 新妹魔王の契約者II (in Japanese). Kadokawa Shoten. Archived from the original on 15 January 2013. Receded 19 April 2014. ^ 新妹魔王の契約者III (in Japanese). Kadokawa Shoten. Archived from the original on 21 May 2013. Receded 19 April 2014. ^ 新妹魔王の契約者IV (in Japanese). Kadokawa Shoten. Archived from the original on
April 10, 2014. Receded 19 April 2014. ^ 新妹魔王の契約者V (in Japanese). Kadokawa Shoten. Archived from the original on 6 March 2014. Receded 19 April 2014. ^ 新妹魔王の契約者VI (in Japanese). Kadokawa Shoten. Archived from the original on 24 December 2014. Receded 19 April 2014. ^ 新妹魔王の契約者VII (in Japanese). Kadokawa Shoten. Archived from the original
on 23 December 2014. Receded 19 April 2014. ^ 新妹魔王の契約者VIII (in Japanese). Kadokawa Shoten. Archived from the original on June 20, 2015. Receded 19 April 2014. ^ 新妹魔王の契約者IX (in Japanese). Kadokawa Shoten. Archived from the original on 7 December 2015. Receded 1 May 2016. ^ 新妹魔王の契約者X (in Japanese). Kadokawa Shoten. Archived from the
original on 22 February 2017. Recededive 22 February 2017. ^ 新妹魔王の契約者XI (in Japanese). Kadokawa Shoten. Archived from the original on November 7, 2017. Receded 2 November 2017. ^ 新妹魔王の契約者XII. Kadokawa (Japanese). Receded December 2, 2019. ^ 「Fate/hollow ataraxia」少年エースで雌⿃がコミカライズ (in Japanese). Natalie.mu. 26 May 2013.
Recedaled March 19, 2014. ^ 「新妹魔王の契約者」⽊曽フミヒロがアニマル嵐でマンガ化 (Japanese). Natalie.mu 7 February 2014. Recedaled March 19, 2014. ^ Seven Seas Adds Evidence of Sister New Devil, My Monster Secret Manga. Anime News Network. February 25, 2015. Receded 11 May 2016. ^ Seven Sea License Proof of Storm The New Sister Devil! Manga
Spinoff. Anime News Network. Receptioned 3 August 2017. ^ Iori Nomizu, Seiko Yoshida, Others Join New Devil Anime Cast Evidence. Anime News Network. November 22, 2014. Receptioned 13 December 2014. ^ Crunchy Roll and Funimation Partner to access to Anime. Crunchyroll. September 8, 2016. Reception on 8 September 2016. ^ Funimation to Release Testament of
Sister New Devil, Orange Anime on Home Video. Anime News Network. July 1, 2017. Recedaled 1 July 2017. ^ Anime Limited Q4 Title Listed on Amazon. Anime News Network. August 20, 2017. Receptioned 20 August 2017. ^ China bans 38 anime &amp; manga titles including Attacks on Titan. Special Broadcasting Services. June 12, 2015. Receptioned 31 August 2018.
External links to official light novel website (in Japanese) Official website (in Japanese) Official manga website (in Japanese) Proof sister New Devil: Storm! at young Animal Arashi (Japanese) Testament of Sister New Devil (anime) at the Anime News Network encyclopedia Taken from
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